“Medieval” Tomahawk .............................................. #Tomahawk-ME
Our largest tomahawk. The hammerhead “poll” permits occasional use as a hammer. The long edge arc exceeds the 4” maximum of NMLRA match rules. Fitted with our best 18” hickory standard tomahawk handle.
#Tomahawk-ME Medieval Tomahawk only $36.99

“French” Tomahawk ............................................. #Tomahawk-Francisca
An unusual sweeping blade with deep socket to reinforce the handle, it predates the French and Indian War. The 4” edge must be sharpened before use, and the handle trimmed to match the upper arc. Comes with our best 18” handle.
#Tomahawk-Francisca French Tomahawk only $36.99

“New Reliable” Tomahawk ...................................... #Tomahawk-NR
Our most popular throwing hawk. The cast blade is just over 4” arc. Sharpen before use, to qualify for N.M.L.R.A. events. Includes handle.
#Tomahawk-NR New Reliable Tomahawk only $36.99

“Old Reliable” Tomahawk ....................................... #Tomahawk-OR
A very popular throwing tomahawk. The cast alloy steel blade is hard enough to endure competition. The edge is nearly 4”, the maximum allowed in formal competition. Includes handle.
#Tomahawk-OR Old Reliable Tomahawk only $36.99

“Viking Axe” Tomahawk ........................................... #Tomahawk-VA
Made with a reinforced eye, after an early original design, this 15-1/2 ounce head has an oversize cutting edge, tipped upward for maximum advantage. This “cheater” won’t pass formal N.M.L.R.A. match but is tough to beat in informal local club “free-for-all” competition.
#Tomahawk-VA Viking Tomahawk only $36.99

“Large Heart” Tomahawk ....................................... #Tomahawk-LH
Our mid-size competition tomahawk. Pierced with a traditional Pennsylvania Deutsch folk art “weeping heart”, comes with our best 18” standard hickory handle.
#Tomahawk-LH Large Heart Tomahawk only $36.99

Spare Handles for full size Tomahawks - hickory or maple:
Our best 18” standard tomahawk handle fits our popular large forged or cast steel tomahawks, including our French, Medieval, New Reliable, Old Reliable, Apache, Weeping Heart, Primitive, and the Viking Axe. Our tapered handles have a very slight flare at the upper end, required by other brands of tomahawk heads. Not needed, remove that flare with a few licks of a fine file or sand paper on a wooden block, to fit our best tomahawk heads even more precisely. It only takes a minute.
#Handle-Std handle, 18”, tapered, hickory only $4.39
#Handle-Std-M handle, 18”, tapered, curly maple only $9.99

“Tiny Hawk” Tomahawk ........................................... #Tomahawk-TH
A miniature tomahawk, similar to our popular full size “New Reliable” tomahawk, but much smaller. It accepts our “tiny” hickory handle. Sturdy wax cast alloy steel blade. Includes one handle. It is wise to order a spare.
#Tomahawk-TH Tiny Hawk only $35.99

Spare Handles for smaller Tomahawks ...................... #Handle-Tiny
Our tiny 14” handle fits our Tiny Hawk, Belt Axe, and small hand forged American tomahawks. It may also fit other brands of Squaw Axes.
#Handle-Tiny handle, 14”, small taper, hickory only $3.29

Tomahawks
Track's tomahawks come with our sturdy 18” tapered hickory handles, a popular standard size.
Not shown to scale.